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I SUMMARY
i Sandwich nose fairings are worthy of serious consideratior_ on largevehicles, A large factor to be considered is the structural efficiency or weight
of such fairings, as compared to that for fairings built using coznpeting struc-
I tural c_r,_epts. Such comparisons can be realistically made between optimally
desJ.gned sandwich and optimally designed ring stiffened sheet fairings by utiliz o
I ing an existing computer program suitably modiJied for sandwich optimization.
A recent development by Almroth of Lockheed's Solid Mechanica Laboratory of
I a method of determining the influence of core finiteshear stiffness on the staobilityof sandwich cylinders makes possible a much more realistic comparison
than has been possible in the past.
I
Included herein is an approach :,.d schedule for making these compari-
i sons.
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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS
a = Panel equivalent radius of curvature (see Figure 1)
E = Modulus of elasticity
G, G I, etc. = Shear stiffness parameters (see Reference 4)
h = Sandwich thickness {see Figare 3)
_ I = Moment of inertia per inch of panel width
N = Shell load/inch
P = Pressure
I R!,2 = Small, large radii of bay (see Figure I)
v = Poisson' s ratio
[
_w = Plasticity reduction factor, (ET/E)z
Subscripts
!
CA = Compressive allowable
CR = Critical
I f = Face
c = Cell width
I req = Required
sa = Shear allowable
I T = Tangent
= Meridianal direction
I 8 = Circumferential direction
I = Core densityPcore
I
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INTRODUCTION
The design of nose fairings for Saturn vehicles poses a number of unique
.. problems. Because of the high cost of each launc|ting, it is more important on
these vehicles than on previous smaller vehicles to attain the maximum practi-
cal efficiency, As a step to help achieve this end, NASA has assigned to Lock-
heed_s Huntsville Research & Engineering Center the task of developing a
method of selecting thc best nose shape to place on such vehicles (Contract
In connection with the nose fairing shape optimization task being performed
for NASA, a structural design optimization computer program (References 1
l- and 2) has been developed at Leckheed Missiles & Space Company/HREC. In
&_
addition to serving its primary function of finding fairing weight variation with J_
_ variations in external geometry and loading conditions, the program is poten-
tiallyvery useful as a preliminary design tool.
In its present form, this program synthesizes optimum ring-stiffened
designs with various kinds of practical constraints (use of standard gauges al,d
_. ring sections, specified maximum temperatures and minimum ring spacings,
etc. }, that one may wish to use imposed upon the design.
I
._ Of the various ways that Saturn fairings might be built, at least three are
promising enough to warrant investigation:
a. Ring-stiffened sheet
b. Ring and stringer stiffened sheet
c. Sandwich
A large portion of the routine work involve_ in the investigation of these
con,-epts is amenable to "computerizing." Both the authors of Reference 3 and
I personuel of Lockheed have done this with a high degree of success for ring °stiffened concepts. _ Such an approach allows one to rapidly generate consis-
tent answers to such questions as:
I .. ,, •t
*Typical results for ring-stiffened cones are shown in Figure 2.
I
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I. What happens if the design pressure is increased 15% and ring
spacing is re-optimized?
2. What is the weight pena!ty for using only four standard gauges ?
3. What are the tradeoffs between number of rings and total fairing
weight?
4. What are the effects of changing the design angle-of-attack 20%?
An accurate assessment of the feasibility of sandwich conetruction for
very large nose fairings is needed. A large factor to be considered in assess-
ing this feasibility is the structural efficiency, or weight, of sandwich fairings
"s compared to the structural efficiency of competing concepts. We feel that
Lockheed/Huntsville R h E Center has demonstrated the capability to assess
the comparative efficiency of ring-stiffened and sandwhich fairings with unique
accuracy and economy of effort. This capability is partially due to the recent
development by Almroth of Lockheed's Solid Mechanics Laboratory of a method
of determining the influence of core finite shear stiffness on the stability of
sandwich cylinders (Reference 4), as w¢-ll as to the experience gained by per-
sonnel at HREC in developing and using the previously described computer pro-
gram.
The practicality of modifying the existing program to handle sandwich
fairings has been examined from both structural analysis and programming
standpoints; it has been found feasible on both counts. The proposed approach
foltows a brief description of tlae current program.
2
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STATEMENT OF WORK
Two separate but related tasks are proposed. One is the modific'_tion of
"" an existing computer program to optimize the design of sandwich fairings, The
- other is to make comparisons of the characteristics of optima_.lydesigned sand-
wich fairings and those of optimally designed ring-stiffened sheet fairings. To
maximi_.e the usefulness of this comparison, the follo-vingfactors will be studied
. parametrically for both concepts:
J
" I. Effect of external geometry and loading intensity variations on both
i fairing weight and optimum design characteristics.
Z. Effect of internal pressure variations on both weight ana optimum
. _= design characteristics.
L
3. Effect on structural efficiency of deviating from theoretically optimum
• _ designs. For instance, the number of rings required to give minimum
_: _" weight is normally excessive from a practical standpoint. Hence, the
effect of using fewer rings is of interest, and has already been exam-
ined for two conical fairings (see Figure 2). This investigation will
be extended to other fairing geometries and loading intensities. In a
}_ similar fashion, the effect of varying sandwich facing thickness and
core details from optimum values will be examined.
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METIIOD OF APPROACH
Existing Program Dcscription
Tho existing program is functionally similar tc the one developed by
_'evins and Helton, Reference 3. The present program is capable of accepting
any reasonable blunted cone plus frustum geonzetry. For this geometry, it
selects skin gauges and ring spacings so as to mi,limize total fairing weight,
subject t_ various input constraints. In deterniining the optimum cox "bination
of skin thickness and ring spacing, each bay is individually optimized, begin-
ning with the first bay at the base of the fairing. Major steps in the progran._s
operation are shown in Figure 4. Note that the program can determine loads
{lateral pressure, axial load, bendi_lg moment) for design purposes from sim-
plified input data {design Mach number, angle-of-attack, and dynamic pressure).
f
. _ Skin thickness required to prevent panel buckling for a given bay length
is determined in the existing program by using an interaction equation adopted
t__
empirical methods of predicting:
" £a. Axial loading-carrying capability in the absence of lateral crushing
pressure, and
b. Critical lateral crushing pressure in the absence of axial load.
¢ To insure a strictly consistent comparison between the two fairing con-
[.
cepts, this method of determining panel stiffness requirements will be retained,
1 but the program modified as follows:
Sandwich Modifications
I. First, determine the skin thickness requirement for the bay in ques-
i tion. From this thickness requirement, calculate the panel stiffness
required.
' I EIreq =_
!
I 4
................ T... m
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Experiments ]lave shown that '.his equivalent E1 dcsigr, approach ist.. o
not very sa+_sfactory for cylinders, due largely to _he low shear _"
stiffness of honeycomb. This degradation due to fin,_e shear stiff-
,,ess will be accounted for by means of a W:knockdown factor" dis °
cussed in (7) below.
m
3. Upon being called, the honeycomb subroutine will first determine
the total skin thickness required to carry fl_e meridianal compres-
sive ioao/;nch, N_.
m
N¢
tf_ fCA
Second, the subroutine will determine ' ,the total skin thickness re
quired to carry the circurnfe_-_ :.;." _-'c_/inch,IN,
7
""Z (see _"= _ _g :_':_-_1 )
tf_ fcACOS _ ..6
If, _,_. ,_o,_,c::_.__._r_ _oc_,_._e_,_.•.__,o_o_e,o-
dynamic lift will _ _etcrmined:
F
Z
( tfs =_R2fsa
,,.. . i of this value usedThe largest of these thre:_-__._,.e_is cr:oa_.,
!
_ for each face thickness, tf.
! tf = }(Max. of tf@, tf.. i_5)
I 4, The honeycomb subroutine will now make a first estimate of the core
thickness v_cessary to prevent panel buckling. Noting in the formula
_i for moment of inertia/inch:
tfh_ tf 3
, [ z 6¢E7_
il that tfhZ tf z Rim-
I I I II Ill I llllll II : :2_: -- m
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for the pertinent design ranges. Therefore, plate bending stiffness
of he facee will be neglected, resulting in:
tfh g
2
]:f it is first assumed that the core shear etif _, is infinite, then:
t
tfh 2
_ _ T
Z 'eq
and solving directly for h
_. h=
I
_ This will be the first estimate for hre q.
5. It is now necessary to increase this preliminar 7 value o_ h to account
for core shear flexibility as follows.
6. Select a particular core for trial. Properties of a number of com--k
rnercially available cere materials will have been stored in the com-
puter for use. These will include: *
__o
Core geometric parameters (cell size and ribbon thickness}
f! _',ear moduli
Density
_" Crushing strength
7. For this particular core, core thickneso, and face thickness, it isnecessary to find out how much_the c_re shear flexibility degrades
the load-carrying capability of the shell. T_:s degradation will be ___---
I determined in the form of a "knockdown factor" to apply tc conven- l:
tionally calct0.ated p_nel E:'s which, in effect, are based upon the
I assumptionof an infinite core shear stiffness. Almroth (Reference 4) 4---
has recently developed a technique for doing this for axially loaded |
I cylinders, an_ his m,_hod will be extended to this application. -
I :_
-. 6 _'
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g'..at,:d briefly, :\imroth's approach is to include the normally nr. ulec-
ted effects of transverse shear deformations in the energy equation,
and to find the degradation in buckling load due to the shear deforma-
tions. An operational LMSC Digital Computer Program, using this
approach, exists for axially loaded sandwich cylinders. It is pro-
posed to include lateral pressure effects in this program, and to
use it as a subroutine with an equivalent cylinder approach for frus-
tums. This can be readily accomplished.
8. Calculate an equivalent panel radius of curvature for the bay in ques-
tion (see Figure 1):
RzN r
a --- --
COF_
9.* For the core being used, calculate the shear stiffness parameter G--. {
• =
Etf tf]F,- E
ZGla _ L
I-i
10. Calculate NCR' the "knockdown factor".
1 l-
i
If G <0.5, NCR= 1 -G
1 1. This value of NCR is now used to improve the estimate of hre q. Since ,_
-- _fhZ -- t
Ieff = INCR = _ NCR l-
h i_ again found by equating the moment of inertia expression to Ire q. I
/2Ire° Ihreq= V tflqCR
*After Luitial program development, steps 9 and I0 will be replaced by a sub-
routine consisting of Almroth's program modified to include both axial load I
",agilateral pressure.
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12. "' ith this improved estimate cf h , G is recalculated using the new
req
va • of h, NCK redetcrmined, and h redetermined. No furtherreq
iteration will normally be required. However, the iteration loop
will contin'.c until
h - hiast < O.O05h
1 3. At this point, the faces should be checked for wrinkling. This is
done as follows:*
z/3
:0.5,'q.w wE(t--'c)c
i Ira < { greater of N_bmax N°max'L
,- _ Ztf or _f ; the faces should not wrinkle
and the design analysis may proceed. Ifo is too low, the face thick-
_ W
L_ hess must be increased with the core thickness recalculated, etc.,
until the design is satisfactory.
14. The design will now be checked for face dimpling. The dimpling
i stress level will be calculated as follows:
crd=:.
N N
If a d :_ the greater of _m,,ax or -emax, the faces will not dimple.
._ 2tf 2tf
.. If _d is too low, the face thickness must be increased, h redetermined,4
etc.
15. If the faces pass the dimpling check, the design is assumed to be
satisfactory structurally. The panel weight will now be calculated.
Apanel = _'(R1 + R2)L_.la-xt/ 144.0
*After initial program development, the predic';ion of cr'.ical wrinkling stress
levels will be based on the technique describel by A. B. 3urns in Reference 6,
Pages I-Z through I-4.
8
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(h-Ztf)
Wpane t = 2tf(144.0) + 0._2 * iZ Pcore
WTotal panel = (Apanel)(Wpanel)
16. Characteristics of this particular design are stored, then the design
modified by using the next standard core. This necessitates starting
again at (7) with the new core, and then proceeding as before up through
(15). This procedure is followed ior each of the cores stored in the
program.
17. When all the cores have been used with this particular face thickness,
the design having the minimum weight (Wtota 1 panel ) is selected as
i the first suboptimum design.
18. For the next design, the face thickness is increased Z0%, and the
i process from step 4 onward repeated. The resulting design
is iden-
tifiedas the second suboptimum design.
• : 19. The face thickness is increased another 20_/o and the abe "e process
repeated. The resulting design is identified as the third suboptimum
I design. This is done two more times to generate a total of five sub-
optimum designs. These five designs are all minimum weight designs
f for the particular face sheet thicknesses used.
20. One or more of these thicknesses may be sc small as to be unaccept-
• able from a service standpoint. Those designs that have faces thinner
than some input minimum will not be used. The lightest of the designs
having acceptable face thicknesses will be chosen as optimum for this
particular bay, The program will then size a ring vor the top of this
bay, afterward passing on the next bay upward. The entire isprocess
now repeated for this next bay - then the next, etc., until the top of
|- the fairing is reached.|
Zl. Details of the fairing will then be written out in a manner grossly
similar to the of the (seeoutput existing ring-stiffened program
Figures 5 and 6 for typical output}.|
I 9
r , i i i || ,
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Note that in tile proposed approach, ring spacings would be specified,
ratl:er than optimized (subject to input constraints}, This approach
is proposed for initial efforts due to its simplicity, Later, incorpo-
ration of automati - ring location optimization can be readily accomp-
lished using the same type of direct search technique now used for
rin_,-stiffened designs.
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SCHEDULE OF EFFORT
The proposed level of effort is 31 man-monthe, distributed over a
nine-month time period as shown in Table. I. Fifteen man-months of this
effort would be used in program modification and performing parametric
studies. Sixteen man-months would be used in supporting efforts, pri-
mar;:-- ,:tructural analysis, design, and data presentation. Additionally,
the following would be required:
ao A one-week trip for one person to Palo Alto
{to work _ith Almroth on the lateral pressure
modification)
L_
b. One hour_s time on a 7094 computer (in Falo Alto).
• i
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Nr = 0.6{0.7+ R]/Rz} ,__
I' NzN r
a = C08_'_
[
Fi[pzre 1 - Bay Geometry
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(a) Top View with Top Facing Sheet
Removed to Show Core Detail
tf
1 i±,
T___
I (b) Side or End V; :_w
,[
|
i I Figure 3 - Geometry of Square-Cell Honeycomb Sandwich
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